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Virtual Time Reference System: A Unifying SchedulingFramework for Scalable Support of Guaranteed ServicesZhi-Li Zhangy, Zhenhai Duany and Yiwei Thomas Houzy Dept. of Computer Science & Engineering z Fujitsu Labs of AmericaUniversity of Minnesota 595 Lawrence ExpresswayMinneapolis, MN 55455 Sunnyvale, CA 94086fzhzhang,duang@cs.umn.edu thou@a.fujitsu.comAbstractWe propose and develop a novel virtual time reference system as a unifying scheduling frameworkto provide scalable support for guaranteed services. This virtual time reference system is designed as aconceptual framework upon which guaranteed services can be implemented in a scalable manner usingthe Di�Serv paradigm. The key construct in the proposed virtual time reference system is the notion ofpacket virtual time stamps, whose computation is core stateless, i.e., no per-ow states are required forits computation. In this paper, we lay the theoretical foundation for the de�nition and construction ofpacket virtual time stamps. We describe how per-hop behavior of a core router (or rather its schedulingmechanism) can be characterized via packet virtual time stamps, and based on this characterization,establish end-to-end per-ow delay bounds. Consequently, we demonstrate that, in terms of its abilityto support guaranteed services, the proposed virtual time reference system has the same expressivepower and generality as the IntServ model. Furthermore, we show that the notion of packet virtual timestamps leads to the design of new core stateless scheduling algorithms, especially work-conserving ones.In addition, our framework does not exclude the use of existing scheduling algorithms such as statefulfair queueing algorithms to support guaranteed services.1 IntroductionThe problem of Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning in packet-switched networks has been the focusof networking and telecommunication research communities for the last decade or so. Many new packetscheduling algorithms (see, e.g., [7, 14, 19, 24]) such as Virtual Clock (VC) and Weighted Fair Queueing(WFQ) have been proposed for the support of QoS guarantees. For example, it has been shown [8, 15]that in a network where WFQ schedulers (or VC schedulers) are employed at every router, end-to-enddelay and bandwidth guarantees can be supported for each user tra�c ow. Using these results as areference model, the Internet IETF has de�ned a guaranteed service [17] under its Integrated Services orIntServ architecture [3, 6], where end-to-end delay and bandwidth guarantees are provided for users ona per-ow (either individual or aggregate) basis. To support the IETF IntServ architecture, a signalingprotocol, RSVP, for setting up end-to-end QoS reservation along a ow's path has also been proposed andstandardized [4, 25].Performing per-ow management inside the network, however, raises the important issue of scalability.Due to the complexities of per-ow operations both in the data plane and QoS control plane, the IntServarchitecture may not scale well with the size of the Internet and the number of applications. As analternative to per-ow based QoS provisioning, in recent years a di�erent paradigm | the Di�erentiated



Services or Di�Serv | has been proposed and de�ned by the Internet IETF [1, 2]. Under this paradigm,services are de�ned and implemented within individual administrative domains. To provide scalable QoSsupport, �ne-grain user QoS control information is only maintained at the edge routers (i.e., ingress andegress routers) of an administrative domain. The user tra�c is appropriately conditioned (i.e., shaped)before injected into the network core. At core routers, no per-ow QoS state is maintained. User packetsare processed based on a number of pre-speci�ed Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs) encoded by bit patternscarried inside a packet header that convey to core routers the desired levels of QoS support. (We willrefer to these bit patterns, or the PHBs they embody, as the packet state.) End-to-end, user-to-user QoSsupport is provided through intra-domain QoS provisioning and inter-domain service agreement. Thesecontrol plane functions can be performed, for example, by employing a bandwidth broker architecture [13].The Di�Serv paradigm greatly simpli�es the data plane of the network core of a domain, thereby makingit more scalable. On the other hand, the Di�Serv architecture, as it is currently de�ned, aims to provideonly coarse-grain QoS support to users. It remains to be seen whether such a service model would besu�cient to meet the potentially diverse user QoS requirements in the future. Furthermore, many issuesregarding the design of bandwidth brokers such as admission control and QoS provisioning still need to beaddressed, both theoretically and in practice.Recently in an exciting and important piece of work [21], Stoica and Zhang, using theDi�Serv paradigmand the novel notion of dynamic packet state, developed several techniques to support end-to-end per-owbandwidth and delay guarantees without per-ow QoS management. In the data plane, they designed anew (non-work-conserving) scheduling algorithm, called Core Jitter Virtual Clock or CJVC, to provideend-to-end per-ow delay guarantees without per-ow scheduling states at core routers. (Such schedulingalgorithms are referred to as core stateless, in contrast to the conventional stateful scheduling algorithmssuch as VC or WFQ, where certain scheduling states must be maintained for each ow.) In the controlplane, an aggregate reservation estimation algorithm is designed which eliminates the need of maintainingper-ow QoS reservation states. Instead, an aggregate QoS reservation state is maintained at each corerouter. A hop-by-hop signaling protocol, however, is still needed to set up QoS reservation for each owalong its path within a domain.Inspired by the seminal work of Stoica and Zhang, in this paper we propose and develop a novelvirtual time reference system as a unifying scheduling framework to provide scalable support for guaranteedservices. In the same way that the WFQ reference system relates to the IntServ architecture, the proposedvirtual time reference system is designed as a conceptual framework upon which guaranteed services canbe implemented in a scalable manner using the Di�Serv paradigm. More speci�cally, this virtual timereference system provides a unifying framework to characterize, in terms of their abilities to provide delayand bandwidth guarantees, both the per-hop behaviors of core routers and the end-to-end properties of theirconcatenation. The key construct in the proposed virtual time reference system is the notion of packetvirtual time stamps, which, as part of the packet state, are referenced and updated as packets traverse eachcore router. A crucial property of packet virtual time stamps is that they can be computed using solelythe packet state carried by packets (plus a couple of �xed parameters associated with core routers). Inthis sense, the virtual time reference system is core stateless, as no per-ow state is needed at core routersfor computing packet virtual time stamps.In this paper, we lay the theoretical foundation for the de�nition and construction of packet virtualtime stamps. We describe how per-hop behavior of a core router (or rather its scheduling mechanism) canbe characterized via packet virtual time stamps, and based on this characterization, establish end-to-endper-ow delay bounds. Consequently, we demonstrate that in terms of support for guaranteed services, theproposed virtual time reference system has the same expressive power as the IntServ model. Furthermore,we show that the notion of packet virtual time stamps leads to the design of new core stateless scheduling2



algorithms, especially work-conserving ones. In addition, our framework does not exclude the use of existingscheduling algorithms such as stateful fair queueing algorithms to support guaranteed services.The objectives of the proposed virtual time reference system are two-fold. First, as a reference system,it must not mandate any speci�c scheduling algorithms to be employed in a network in order to provideguaranteed services. In other words, it must allow for diverse scheduling algorithms as long as they arecapable of providing QoS guarantees. In fact, we will show that our virtual time reference system canaccommodate both core stateless scheduling algorithms such as CJVC and stateful scheduling algorithms.Second, the virtual time reference system provides a QoS abstraction for scheduling mechanisms thatdecouples the data plane from the QoS control plane. This abstraction facilitates the design of a bandwidthbroker architecture (either centralized or distributed), where QoS states are maintained only at bandwidthbrokers, while still being capable of providing QoS guarantees with similar granularity and exibility of theIntServ guaranteed service. We believe that these two objectives are important in implementing guaranteedservices in practice. For example, the ability to employ diverse scheduling algorithms not only encourageschoice and competition among equipment vendors and Internet service providers (ISPs), but also, perhapsmore importantly, allows a network and its services to evolve. Similarly, by maintaining QoS reservationstates only in bandwidth brokers, core routers are relieved of QoS control functions such as admissioncontrol, making them potentially more e�cient. Furthermore, a QoS control plane which is decoupledfrom the data plane allows an ISP to deploy sophisticated provisioning and admission control algorithmsto optimize network utilization without incurring software/hardware upgrades at core routers. This paperwill focus mostly on the theoretical underpinning of the proposed virtual time reference system. We willbriey address the issues regarding its implementation. The problem of designing a bandwidth brokerarchitecture based on the virtual time reference system to support QoS provisioning and admission controlwill only be briey discussed; the details are left to a future paper.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will briey outline the basicarchitecture of the virtual time reference system. In Section 3 we de�ne a virtual time reference systemin the context of an ideal per-ow system. This virtual time reference system is extended in Section 4 toaccount for the e�ect of packet scheduling. Furthermore, end-to-end per-ow delay bounds are also derivedusing the virtual time reference system. In Section 5, we design new core stateless scheduling algorithmsusing packet virtual time stamps. We then show that existing scheduling algorithms can be accommodatedin our framework|simple static scheduling algorithms with resource pre-con�guration in Section 6 andthe generic latency-rate server scheduling framework in Section 7. In Section 8 we briey discuss variousissues regarding implementation and admission control. The paper is concluded in Section 9.2 Virtual Time Reference System: Basic ArchitectureIn this section we outline the basic architecture of the proposed unifying scheduling framework|the virtualtime reference system. Conceptually, the virtual time reference system consists of three logical components(see Figure 1 and Figure 2): packet state carried by packets, edge tra�c conditioning at the network edge,and per-hop virtual time reference/update mechanism at core routers. The virtual time reference system isde�ned and implemented within a single administrative domain. In other words, packet state inserted byone administrative domain will not be carried over to another administrative domain.The packet state carried by a packet contains three types of information: 1) QoS reservation informationof the ow1 the packet belongs to (e.g., the reserved rate or delay parameter of the ow); 2) a virtual timestamp of the packet; and 3) a virtual time adjustment term. The packet state is initialized and inserted1Here a ow can be either an individual user ow, or an aggregate tra�c ow of multiple user ows, de�ned in whateverappropriate fashion. 3
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time(b) Edge conditioner and its e�ectFigure 1: Edge conditioning in the virtual time reference system.into a packet at the network edge after it has gone through the tra�c conditioner. The per-hop behaviorof each core router is de�ned with respect to the packet state carried by packets traversing it. As we willsee later, the virtual time stamps associated with the packets of a ow form the \thread" which \weaves"together the per-hop behaviors of core routers along the ow's path to support the QoS guarantee of theow.Edge tra�c conditioning plays a key role in the virtual time reference system, as it ensures that tra�cof a ow will never be injected into the network core at a rate exceeding its reserved rate. This tra�cconditioning is done by using a tra�c shaper (or more speci�cally, a rate spacer, see Figure 1(b)), whichenforces appropriate spacing between the packets of a ow based on its reserved rate. This is illustratedin the diagram on the right hand side of Figure 1(b). Formally, for a ow j with a reserved rate rj, theinter-arrival time of two consecutive packets of the ow is such thataj;k+1 � aj;k � Lj;k+1rj ; (1)where aj;k denotes the arrival time of the kth packet pj;k of ow j at the network core, and Lj;k the size ofpacket pj;k.In the conceptual framework of the virtual time reference system, each core router is equipped with aper-hop virtual time reference/update mechanism to maintain the continual progression of the virtual timeembodied by the packet virtual time stamps. As a packet traverses each core router along the path of itsow, a virtual time stamp is \attached" to the packet. This virtual time stamp represents the arrival timeof the packet at the core router in the virtual time, and thus it is also referred to as the virtual arrivaltime of the packet at the core router. The virtual time stamps associated with packets of a ow satisfy animportant property, which we refer to as the virtual spacing property. Let ~!j;k be the virtual time stampassociated with the kth packet, pj;k, of ow j. Then~!j;k+1 � ~!j;k � Lj;k+1rj (2)for all k.Comparing (2) with (1), we see that with respect to the virtual time, the inter-arrival time spacing ispreserved at a core router. Or to put it another way, the \virtual rate" (as de�ned with respect to the virtual4
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(b) Virtual tra�c shapingFigure 2: Illustration of the virtual time reference system.time) of packets of a ow arriving at a core router does not exceed the reserved rate of the ow. Clearlythis statement in general does not hold with respect to the real arrival times of the packets at a core router(see Figure 2(b)). Another key property of packet virtual time stamps is that at a core router the virtualarrival time of a packet always lags behind its real arrival time. This property (referred to as the realitycheck condition) is important in deriving end-to-end delay bound experienced by packets of a ow acrossthe network core. The per-hop virtual time reference/update mechanism at a core router is designed insuch a manner so as to ensure that these properties of the packet virtual time stamps are satis�ed at theentry point and/or exit point of the core router (see the illustration in Figure 2).The virtual time reference system provides a unifying framework to formalize the per-hop behavior ofa core router and to quantify its ability to provide delay guarantees. This formalism is independent of thescheduling mechanism employed by the core routers, be it stateful or stateless. Here we briey describehow this mechanism works (see Section 4 for more details). Conceptually, for each packet traversing acore router, a virtual �nish time is computed and assigned to it. This virtual �nish time is derived fromits virtual time stamp and other packet state information. Intuitively, it represents the time the packet�nishes its service in an ideal per-ow reference system, where the ow to which the packet belongs to isthe only ow serviced by the system. The per-hop behavior of a core router is de�ned in terms of an upperbound on the di�erence between the actual departure time and virtual �nish time of a packet traversing thecore router. This upper bound is referred to as the error term of the core router. Therefore, the schedulingmechanism of the core router can be abstracted into a scheduling blackbox characterized by an error term.This simple abstraction enables us to derive end-to-end delay bounds for ows traversing an arbitraryconcatenation of such scheduling blackboxes, similar to what the notion of latency-rate servers [20] doesfor various fair queue algorithms.In summary, while based on the Di�Serv paradigm, the virtual time reference system renders the sameexpressive power and generality, in terms of the ability to provide guaranteed services, as the IntServ Model.Furthermore, the virtual time reference system provides a unifying scheduling framework upon which ascalable QoS provisioning and admission control framework can be built, where all QoS reservation statesfor guaranteed services are eliminated from the network core. The remainder of this paper is devoted tolaying formal foundation for the virtual time reference system. We also illustrate how various schedulingalgorithms �t into the unifying framework. Issues of implementation and admission control will also be5
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S1 S S2 hFigure 3: An ideal per-ow system.briey discussed.3 An Ideal Per-ow Virtual Time Reference SystemIn this section we motivate and introduce the notion of packet virtual time stamps in the context of anideal per-ow system. The virtual time reference system de�ned in this context is then extended in thenext section to account for the e�ect of packet scheduling in a real network system.Figure 3 illustrates an ideal per-ow system, where a regulated ow is serviced by a dedicated channel.The dedicated channel consists of a series of servers in tandem. Packets of a ow j are serviced in orderfrom server 1 to server h. For k = 1; 2; : : :, the kth packet of ow j is denoted by pj;k, and its size by Lj;k.Let rj be the reserved rate of ow j, and dj a delay parameter associated with ow j. For simplicity ofexposition, we assume that in this ideal per-ow system the propagation delay from one server to the nextserver is zero.We consider two types of servers: �xed-rate servers and �xed-delay servers. A �xed-rate server has aservice capacity equal to the reserved rate rj of ow j. Hence a �xed-rate server takes Lj;k=rj amount oftime to process packet pj;k of ow j. A �xed-delay server has a �xed latency, which equals to the delayparameter dj of ow j. In other words, a �xed-delay server with latency dj takes exactly dj amount oftime to process packets of ow j, independent of their packet sizes. We will see later the importance of�xed-delay servers in modeling scheduling algorithms that can provide delay-rate decoupling. Throughoutthis section, we assume that in the ideal per-ow system, there are p �xed-rate servers and h�p �xed-delayservers.Before we introduce the notion of packet virtual time stamps, we �rst need to understand and quantifythe end-to-end delay experienced by the packets in the ideal per-ow system. We embark on this taskin Section 3.1. Based on the results obtained thereof, in Section 3.2 we will introduce the ideal per-owvirtual time reference system. Table 1 summarizes the important notation used in the paper.3.1 End-to-end Delay of the Ideal Per-ow SystemRecall that before entering this ideal per-ow system, packets from ow j go through an edge conditioner,where they are regulated so that the rate the packets are injected into the ideal per-ow system neverexceeds the reserved rate rj of the ow. Formally, let aj;k1 be the arrival time2 of packet pj;k of ow j atthe �rst server of the ideal per-ow system. Then the edge spacing condition (3) holds, namely,aj;k+11 � aj;k1 � Lj;k+1=rj; k = 1; 2; : : : (3)2Note that in order to model non-preemptive, non-cut-through network system, throughout the paper we adopt the followingconvention: a packet is considered to have arrived at a server only when its last bit has been received, and it to have departedthe server only when its last bit has been serviced. 6



Table 1: Notation used in the paper.General Notationpj;k the kth packet ow jLj;k packet length of pj;kLj;max maximum packet length of ow jL�;max maximum packet length of all ows at a server/routerrj reserved rate of ow jdj delay parameter of ow jh number of hops (servers/routers) along the path of ow jp number of �xed-rate servers/rate-based schedulers along ow j's pathNotation for the Ideal Per-Flow Systemaj;ki arrival time of packet pj;k at node if j;ki �nish time of packet pj;k at node i�j;ki cumulative queueing delay packet pj;k experienced up to server i (inclusive)Notation for the Virtual Time Reference System~!j;ki virtual time stamp of packet pj;k at node i~�j;ki virtual �nish time of packet pj;k at node i�j;k virtual time adjustment term for packet pj;k: �j;k = �j;kp =p~dj;ki virtual delay of packet pj;k at node i: ~dj;ki = ~�j;ki � ~!j;kiâj;ki actual time packet pj;k arrives at node if̂ j;ki actual time packet pj;k departs from node i	i error term of scheduling blackbox at node i�i;i+1 propagation delay from the ith node to the (i+ 1)th nodeLet Aj(�; t) denote the amount of ow j tra�c that is injected into the ideal per-ow system over a timeinterval [�; t]. Using (3), it is easy to see thatAj(�; t) � rj(t� �) + Lj;max (4)where Lj;max is the maximum packet size of ow j.In order to derive the end-to-end delay experienced by packets in the ideal per-ow system, we �rstconsider the pure rate-based system, where all servers are �xed-rate servers, i.e., p = h. This result canthen be extended to the general ideal per-ow system with mixed �xed-rate and �xed-delay servers.For i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, let aj;ki denote the time packet pj;k arrives at server Si, and f j;ki the time it leavesserver i. In the pure rate-based ideal per-ow system, it is not hard to see that the following recursiverelationships among aj;ki 's and f j;ki 's hold. For any k = 1; 2; : : :,aj;ki = f j;ki�1; i = 2; : : : ; h; (5)and f j;ki = maxfaj;ki ; f j;k�1i g+ Lj;krj ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, (6)where in (6) we have used the convention that f j;0i = 0.7



Note that in the special case where all packets of ow j have the same size Lj , each packet takesprecisely Lj=rj to be processed at each �xed-rate server. (In this case, a �xed-rate server functions asa �xed-delay server.) Because of the edge spacing property (3), we observe that no packet will ever bedelayed in any �xed-rate server (see Figure 4(a)). In other words, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, aj;ki � f j;k�1i andf j;ki = aj;ki +Lj=rj . Therefore, in this case we have f j;kh = aj;k1 +hLj=rj. Hence in this case, the end-to-enddelay experienced by packet pj;k in the ideal per-ow system, which is de�ned as f j;kh � aj;k1 , is hLj=rj .In the general case where packets of ow j have variable sizes, the situation becomes somewhat morecomplicated. As shown in Figure 4(b), a small packet may be delayed at a server due to the longerprocessing time of a large packet preceding it. This delay can have a cascading e�ect which may causemore succeeding packets to be delayed.For i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, let �j;ki denote the cumulative queueing delay experienced by packet pj;k up toserver i (inclusive). Formally, �j;ki = f j;ki � (aj;k1 + iLj;krj ): (7)For the pure rate-based ideal per-ow system, we can derive an important recursive relation, �j;ki to�j;k�1i and the arrival times of packets pj;k�1 and pj;k at the �rst-hop server. This recursive relation isgiven in the following theorem, the proof of which can be found in Appendix A.Theorem 1 For any packet pj;k, k = 1; : : :, and i = 1; 2; : : : ; h,�j;1i = 0and �j;ki = max(0;�j;k�1i + iLj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj ) : (8)The importance of Theorem 1 lies in the fact that for each pj;k, �j;kh can be calculated (recursively) at thenetwork edge. As we will see in Section 3.2, this fact is critical in providing a core stateless de�nition ofpacket virtual time stamps for a system involving �xed-rate servers with variable packet sizes.We now consider the general ideal per-ow system with both �xed-rate and �xed-delay servers. Recallthat we assume we have p �xed-rate servers and h � p �xed delay servers. As before, let aj;ki and f j;kidenote the arrival time and departure time of packet pj;k at server Si. Clearly, if Si is a �xed-rate server,the recursive relation (6) holds among aj;ki 's and f j;ki 's. In the case where Si is a �xed-delay server, wehave that for k = 1; 2; : : :, aj;ki = f j;ki�1 and f j;ki = aj;ki + dj : (9)Unlike a �xed-rate server, every packet of ow j incurs a delay of precisely dj at a �xed-delay server,regardless of its size. Hence there is no extra queueing delay due to the packet size di�erence (see Fig-ure 4(c)). It is easy to see that we can re-arrange the location of the �xed-rate servers in the ideal per-owsystem without a�ecting the end-to-end delay experienced by each packet in the system. Hence, withoutloss of generality, we can assume that the last n� p servers are the �xed delay servers. Then from (7), wehave f j;kh = aj;k1 +�j;kp + pLj;krj + (h� p)dj :
8
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dj(c) Fixed-delay serverFigure 4: Delay experienced by packets at a server in the ideal per-ow system.Therefore, the end-to-end delay of packet pj;k in the ideal per-ow system is f j;kh � aj;k1 = �j;kp + pLj;krj +(h� p)dj . In particular, from Corollary 11 in Appendix A, we have �j;kp + pLj;k=rj � pLj;max=rj . Thus,f j;kh � aj;k1 � pLj;maxrj + (h� p)dj : (10)Note that the above end-to-end delay bound holds for all packets of ow j. As an aside, from the perspectiveof providing end-to-end delay bounds, we can treat a �xed-rate server with service capacity rj as if it werea �xed-delay server with a latency parameter Lj;max=rj . The resulting \pure" delay-based system yieldsexactly the same delay bound (10). This treatment of �xed-rate servers may simplify the implementationof the virtual time reference system in practice (see Section 8.1).3.2 Packet Virtual Time Stamps and Ideal Per-ow SystemThe key construct in the proposed virtual time reference system is the notion of packet virtual time stamps.In this section, we formally specify the properties of packet virtual time stamps, and provide a de�nitionin the context of the ideal per-ow system. The resulting virtual time reference is referred to as the idealper-ow virtual time reference system.For i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, let ~!j;ki denote the virtual time stamp associated with packet pj;k at server Si.Intuitively, we can regard ~!j;ki as the (virtual) arrival time of packet pj;k at server Si according to the virtualtime. At server Si, packet pj;k is also assigned a virtual �nish time, denoted by ~�j;ki , where ~�j;ki � ~!j;ki .The di�erence ~dj;ki = ~�j;ki � ~!j;ki is referred to as the virtual delay associated with packet pj;k at server Si.We postulate the following properties that packet virtual time stamps (and the corresponding virtual�nish times) of ow j must satisfy at each server Si.Virtual Spacing: for k = 1; 2; : : :, ~!j;k+1i � ~!j;ki � Lj;k+1rj : (11)Reality Check: ~!j;ki � aj;ki , where recall that aj;ki is the real time packet pj;k arrives at server Si.9



Bounded Delay: f j;kh = ~�j;kh , or more generally, f j;kh � ~�j;kh is bounded from above.Core Stateless: the virtual time stamp ~!j;ki of each packet pj;k can be calculated at each server Si usingsolely the packet state information carried by the packet (possibly with some additional constantparameters associated with the server).Intuitively, the virtual spacing property ensures that according to the virtual time, the amount of ow jtra�c arriving at server i is limited by its reserved rate rj. To put it formally, consider an arbitrary timeinterval [�; t]. We say that according to the virtual time, packet pj;k arrives at server Si during the timeinterval [�; t] (or simply, packet pj;k virtually arrives at server Si during the time interval [�; t]), if and onlyif � � ~!j;ki � t. Let ~Aj(�; t) denote the amount of ow j tra�c arriving virtually in the time interval [�; t].It can be shown that (see the Virtual Shaping Lemma and its proof in Appendix B)~Aj(�; t) � rj(t� �) + Lj;max: (12)This bound is analogous to the tra�c envelope (4) at the network edge, only that here the amount of owj tra�c is measured according to the virtual time. It suggests that if packet virtual time stamps are usedto schedule packets, explicit rate control or reshaping within the network core is not necessary.The reality check condition and bounded delay property are important in ensuring that end-to-end delaybounds can be derived using the virtual time reference system (both for the ideal per-ow system as well asfor a real network packet scheduling system, as we will see later). The core stateless property is the key tothe construction of a scalable virtual time reference system that does not require per-ow scheduling stateinformation at each core router.3 In the following we provide a de�nition of packet virtual time stamps forthe ideal per-ow system, and show that it satis�es all the four properties listed above.Consider the ideal per-ow system shown in Figure 3. Recall that we assume that there are p �xed-rateservers and h�p �xed-delay servers in the ideal per-ow system. For each packet pj;k, de�ne �j;k = �j;kp =p.We refer to �j;k as the virtual time adjustment term for packet pj;k. It is calculated at the network edge andinserted into the packet state in addition to the reserved rate rj and delay parameter dj . For i = 1; 2; : : : ; h,the virtual delay ~dj;ki associated with packet pj;k at server Si is computed from the packet state informationusing the following formula:~dj;ki = ( Lj;k=rj + �j;k if Si is a �xed rate server,dj if Si a �xed delay server. (13)At the �rst-hop server S1, the virtual time stamp of packet pj;k is de�ned to be ~!j;k1 = aj;k1 , which is thetime packet pj;k is injected to the ideal per-ow system and arrives at S1. This value is inserted into thepacket state of pj;k at the network edge. The corresponding virtual �nish time of pj;k at server Si is givenby ~�j;ki = ~!j;ki + ~dj;ki .For i = 2; : : : ; h, the virtual time stamp ~!j;ki and the corresponding virtual �nish time ~�j;ki associatedwith packet pj;k at server Si are de�ned as follows:~!j;ki = ~�j;ki�1 = ~!j;ki�1 + ~dj;ki�1 and ~�j;ki = ~!j;ki + ~dj;ki : (14)From the above de�nition, it is clear that the core stateless property holds trivially. In the rest of thissection we show that the other three properties are also satis�ed. This fact is stated in the followingtheorem.3As an example of the importance of the core stateless property, consider the following \de�nition" of virtual time stamps.At each server Si, we de�ne ~!j;ki = aj;ki and ~�j;ki = f j;ki for packet pj;k. Then from (3), (5), (6), and (9), we see that the virtualspacing property holds. Furthermore, the reality check condition and the bounded delay property also hold trivially. However,using this de�nition, computation of packet virtual time stamps at a core router requires maintenance of per-ow schedulingstate (i.e., the value of the virtual time stamp of the previous packet). Therefore, such a de�nition is not core stateless.10



Theorem 2 For i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, the virtual spacing property (11) holds at each server Si. Furthermore,~!j;ki � aj;ki (15)and in particular, ~�j;kh = f j;kh : (16)Proof: We �rst establish that the virtual spacing property holds. Fix i and let pi be the number of�xed-rate servers along the path from the �rst hop to the (i � 1)th hop. Clearly pi � p. Note that from(14) and (13), we have~!j;ki = ~!j;k1 + i�1Xq=1 ~dj;kq = aj;k1 + pi(�j;k + Lj;krj ) + (i� 1� pi)dj : (17)Hence to prove (11), it su�ces to showaj;k1 + pi(�j;k + Lj;krj ) � aj;k�11 + pi(�j;k�1 + Lj;k�1rj ) + Lj;krj ;or equivalently, �j;k � �j;k�1 + Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krjpi : (18)From the de�nition of �j;k and Theorem 1, we have�j;k = �j;kpp � �j;k�1pp + Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krjp : (19)Using (3) and the fact that pi � p, we see that the last term in the right hand side of (19) is larger thanthe corresponding term in (18). Hence (18) holds.We now establish (15). As ~!j;k1 = aj;k1 , (15) holds trivially for i = 1. To show that (15) also hold fori = 2; : : : ; h, observe that aj;ki = f j;ki�1 = aj;k1 +�j;kpi + piLj;krj + (i� 1� pi)dj ; (20)where recall that pi is the number of �xed-rate servers among S1; : : : ;Si�1.Comparing (20) and (17) and using the fact that �j;kp =p � �j;kpi =pi (see Corollary 10 in Appendix A),we see that (15) indeed holds.Lastly, (16) follows easily from the de�nitions, as~�j;kh = aj;k1 +�j;kp + pLj;krj + (h� p)dj = f j;kh : (21)
11
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Figure 5: A ow traverses a network core.4 Virtual Time Reference System and Packet SchedulingIn this section we extend the virtual time reference system de�ned in the context of ideal per-ow systemto a network system where each core router is shared by multiple ows. The key notion we will introduceis the error term of a core router (or rather, of its scheduling mechanism), which accounts for the e�ect ofpacket scheduling in providing delay guarantees for a ow. Based on this notion of error term, we de�ne ageneric virtual time reference system, which provides a unifying scheduling framework to characterize theend-to-end behavior of core routers in providing delay guarantees.Consider a ow j, whose path through a network core is shown in Figure 5. Flow j has a reservedrate rj and a delay parameter dj . The tra�c of ow j is regulated at the network edge such that fork = 1; 2; : : :, âj;k+11 � âj;k1 � Lj;k+1rj (22)where âj;k1 is the actual time packet pj;k of ow j arrives at the �rst router along its path, after beinginjected into the network core.As shown in Figure 5, the path of ow j consists of h core routers, each of which employs certainscheduling mechanism to provide guaranteed service for ow j. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, we will refer to thescheduler at core router i as a scheduling blackbox, and denote it by Si. In the following, we will �rstcharacterize the per-hop behavior of the scheduling blackboxes, and then show how end-to-end delay boundscan be derived based on this characterization of their per-hop behavior.4.1 Scheduling Blackbox: Per-Hop BehaviorCorresponding to the �xed-rate servers and �xed-delay servers in the ideal per-ow system, we catego-rize the scheduling blackboxes into two types: rate-based scheduling blackbox and delay-based schedulingblackbox. They are distinguished by how the virtual delay parameter is computed, as in the ideal per-ow system. For a rate-based scheduling blackbox Si, packet pj;k of ow j is assigned a virtual delay~dj;ki = Lj;k=rj + �j;k, where �j;k is the virtual time adjustment term carried in the packet state. For adelay-based scheduling blackbox Si, packet pj;k of ow j is assigned a virtual delay ~dj;ki = dj . In otherwords, the virtual delay ~dj;ki is given by the same formula as in (13). In either case, we see that the virtualdelay ~dj;ki can be computed using only the packet state information carried by the packet.Now �x an index i, where i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, and consider the scheduling blackbox Si. For any ow jtraversing the scheduling blackbox Si, let ~!j;ki be the virtual time stamp associated with packet pj;k as it12



enters Si. We will provide a de�nition for ~!j;ki shortly and establish its properties. At this point, we onlyassume that the reality check condition holds at Si, namely,âj;ki � ~!j;ki (23)where âj;ki is the actual time that packet pj;k enters the scheduling blackbox Si. Hence upon its arrival atSi, the virtual time stamp associated with packet pj;k is never smaller than its real arrival time.At Si, packet pj;k is assigned a virtual �nish time ~�j;ki , where ~�j;ki = ~!j;ki + ~dj;ki . Let f̂ j;ki denote theactual time packet pj;k departs Sj;ki , i.e., f̂ j;ki is the real �nish time of pj;k. We say that the schedulingblackbox Si can guarantee packets of ow j their virtual delays with an error term 	i, if for any k,f̂ j;ki � ~�j;ki +	i: (24)In other words, each packet is guaranteed to depart the scheduling blackbox Si by the time ~�j;ki + 	i =~!j;ki + ~dj;ki +	i.By using the packet virtual �nish time as a reference point to quantify the real �nish time of a packetat a core router, we are able to abstract and characterize the per-hop behavior of a core router via an errorterm. This error term captures the ability of the core router to provide guaranteed services to a ow. Inparticular, for a rate-based scheduling blackbox Si, we say that Si guarantees ow j its reserved rate rjwith an error term 	i if (24) holds. For a delay-based scheduling blackbox Si, we say that Si guaranteesow j its delay parameter dj with an error term 	i if (24) holds.4.2 Virtual Time Reference System and End-to-End Delay BoundsWe now extend the virtual time reference system de�ned earlier to account for the e�ect of packet schedulingby incorporating the error terms of core routers into the system. In particular, we illustrate how packetvirtual time stamps associated with ow j should be referenced and updated as packets of ow j traversethe core routers along the ow's path. We also derive and characterize the end-to-end behavior of thesecore routers in concatenation.Consider the path of ow j shown in Figure 5. Suppose there are p rate-based scheduling blackboxesand h� p delay-based scheduling blackboxes. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, let 	i be the error term associated withthe scheduling blackbox Si. In other words, Si can guarantee ow j either its reserved rate rj or its delayparameter dj with an error term 	i. The virtual delay ~dj;ki associated with packet pj;k at Si is given below:~dj;ki = ( Lj;k=rj + �j;k if Si is rate-based,dj if Si is delay-basedwhere �j;k = �j;kp =p is the virtual time adjustment term of packet pj;k.For i = 1; 2; : : : ; h, let ~!j;ki denote the virtual time stamp associated with packet pj;k of ow j at Si,and ~�j;k be the virtual �nish time of packet pj;k at Si. Then~�j;k = ~!j;ki + ~dj;ki :We now de�ne ~!j;ki and show that this de�nition satis�es the four requirements of packet virtual timestamps, namely, the virtual spacing property, the reality check condition, the bounded delay property andthe core stateless property. Here in de�ning the reality check condition and bounded delay property, thequantities aj;ki and f j;ki de�ned in Section 3.2 are replaced by âj;ki and f̂ j;ki , which denote the real arrivaltime and real �nish time of packet pj;k at Si, respectively.13



As in the ideal per-ow system, the virtual time stamp associated with packet pj;k at the �rst-hoprouter S1 is set to its (real) arrival time, i.e., ~!j;k1 = âj;k1 : (25)Thus ~�j;k1 = ~!j;k1 + ~dj;k1 = âj;k1 + ~dj;k1 .From (22), the virtual spacing property is clearly met at the �rst-hop router. Furthermore, the realitycheck condition also holds trivially. Therefore, by the de�nition of 	1, we havef̂ j;k1 � ~�j;k1 +	1:For i = 1; 2; : : : ; h�1, let �i;i+1 denote the propagation delay4 from the ith hop router Si to the (i+1)thhop router Si+1. Then âj;ki+1 = f̂ j;ki + �i;i+1:By the de�nition of 	i, we have âj;ki+1 � ~�j;ki +	i + �i;i+1: (26)In order to ensure that the reality check condition holds as packet pj;k enters the (i+1)th hop router Si+1,the relation (26) suggests that the virtual time stamp ~!j;ki+1 associated with packet pj;k at Si+1 should bede�ned as follows: ~!j;ki+1 = ~�j;ki +	i + �i;i+1 = ~!j;ki + ~dj;ki +	i + �i;i+1: (27)Then âj;ki+1 � ~!j;ki+1.Since 	i's and �i;i+1's are �xed parameters associated with the core routers and the path of ow j,it is clear that the packet virtual time stamps de�ned using (27) are core stateless. Namely, they can becomputed at each core router using only the packet state information carried by the packets (in additionto the two �xed parameters associated with the routers and the ow's path). Thus no per-ow state needsto be maintained at these core routers.Since 	i + �i;i+1 is a constant independent of pj;k, comparing the de�nition of ~!j;ki in (27) and that in(14), it is easy to see that the virtual spacing property also holds at each core router Si. Furthermore, wehave ~!j;ki+1 = ~�j;ki +	i + �i;i+1 = âj;k1 + iXq=1 ~dj;kq + iXq=1	q + iXq=1 �q;q+1:In particular, we see that the bounded delay property holds, asf̂ j;kh � ~�j;kh +	h = âj;k1 + iXq=1 ~dj;kq + hXq=1	q + hXq=2 �q�1;q:This completes the construction of packet virtual time stamps for ow j. In a nutshell, packet virtualtime stamps are initialized using (25) at the network edge, and are referenced and updated using (27) ateach core router. The reference and update mechanism of the resulting virtual time reference system isschematically shown in Figure 6.4Here for simplicity, we assume that the propagation delay experienced by each packet of ow j from Si to Si+1 is aconstant. In case this is not true, we can assume �i;i+1 to be the maximum propagation delay from Si to Si+1. Then for anypacket pj;k, âj;ki+1 � f̂ j;ki + �i;i+1. 14
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Figure 6: Virtual time reference system: per-hop behavior and operations.Using the virtual time reference system, the following end-to-end delay bound for ow j can be easilyderived from the bounded delay property of packet virtual time stamps:f̂ j;kh � âj;k1 � �j;kp + pLj;krj +(h� p)dj+ hXi=1	i+ h�1Xi=1 �i;i+1 � pLj;maxrj +(h� p)dj + hXi=1	i+ h�1Xi=1 �i;i+1; (28)where the last inequality follows from Corollary 11 in Appendix A.In the special case where only rate-based scheduling algorithms are employed at core routers (i.e.,p = h), we have f̂ j;kh � âj;k1 � hLj;maxrj + hXi=1	i + h�1Xi=1 �i;i+1: (29)This bound is analogous to those derived for fair-queueing/latency-rate-server based scheduling algo-rithms [8, 15, 20]. In particular, if 	i = L�;max=Ci, where L�;max is the maximum packet size permissibleat the ith router and Ci is its service capacity, then the above inequality yields precisely the same delaybound as is obtained for a ow in a network of Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) schedulers [15] (or VirtualClock (VC) schedulers [8] for that matter).By incorporating delay-based scheduling algorithms into our framework, we can provide a certain degreeof rate and delay decoupling. To see this, let Dj be such that Dj � pLj;max=rj. Setdj = 1h� p [Dj � pLj;maxrj ]: (30)Suppose we can design delay-based scheduling algorithms that can support the delay parameter dj for ow15



j. Then from (28) we have f̂ j;kh � âj;k1 � Dj + hXi=1	i + h�1Xi=1 �i;i+1:In the special case where p = 0 (i.e., only delay-based scheduling algorithms are employed along the pathof ow j), setting dj = Dj=h yieldŝf j;kh � âj;k1 � Dj + hXi=1	i + h�1Xi=1 �i;i+1:Clearly, this delay bound is completely decoupled from the reserved rate of ow j. Hence using puredelay-based scheduling algorithms, it is possible to support an arbitrary delay bound Dj � 0 for ow j(apart from the constant term Phi=1	i +Ph�1i=1 �i;i+1 associated with the path of ow j).Before we leave this section, it is interesting to compare our virtual time reference system with theWFQ-based reference system used in the Internet IntServ model [3]. From (28), we see that the constantterm Phi=1	i + Ph�1i=1 �i;i+1 is equivalent to the Dtotal term de�ned in the IntServ guaranteed service,whereas the rate-dependent term pLj;maxrj corresponds to the Ctotal term in the IntServ guaranteed service.Furthermore, the delay parameter dj , similar to the slack term in the IntServ guaranteed service, canbe used to take advantage of the delay-rate decoupling o�ered by delay-based scheduling algorithms.Therefore, in terms of providing delay guaranteed services, our virtual time reference system has essentiallythe same expressive power as the IntServ guaranteed service model. What distinguishes the virtual timereference system from the IntServ guaranteed service model is its core stateless nature. Using the InternetDi�Serv paradigm and the notion of packet virtual time stamps, our virtual time reference system allowsfor more scalable scheduling mechanisms (e.g., core stateless scheduling algorithms) to be employed forthe support of guaranteed services. In addition, our virtual time reference system can accommodate bothcore stateless and stateful scheduling algorithms, thereby making it a unifying scheduling framework. Inthe next section we demonstrate that the notion of packet virtual time stamps leads to the design of newcore stateless scheduling algorithms. In particular, we design both rate-based and delay-based schedulingalgorithms with the minimum error term 	 = L�;max=C. In Section 6 we illustrate how some simple staticscheduling algorithms can be used in our framework to provide scalable scheduling support with resourcepre-con�guration. In Section 7 we show that the generic scheduling framework based on latency-rateservers (examples of which include VC, WFQ and various variations of fair queueing algorithms) can alsobe accommodated in our framework.5 Core Stateless Scheduling Algorithms: ExamplesIn this section we illustrate how the notion of packet virtual time stamps can be used to design new corestateless scheduling algorithms. In particular, we design a number of rate-based and delay-based corestateless scheduling algorithms, and establish their error terms using the properties of packet virtual timestamps.5.1 Rate-Based Core Stateless Scheduling Algorithms5.1.1 Core Stateless Virtual Clock Scheduling AlgorithmA core stateless virtual clock (C 6SVC) scheduler S is a rate-based scheduler. It services packets in the orderof their virtual �nish time. For any packet pj;k traversing S, let ~!j;k be the virtual time carried by pj;k16



as it enters S, and ~dj;k = Lj;krj + �j;k be its virtual delay. Then the virtual �nish time ~�j;k of pj;k is givenby ~!j;k + ~dj;k. We claim that the C 6SVC scheduler can guarantee each ow j its reserved rate rj with theminimum error term 	C6SV C = L�;max=C, provided that an appropriate schedulability condition is met.This fact is stated formally in the following theorem, the proof of which can be found in Appendix B.Theorem 3 Consider N ows traversing a C 6SVC scheduler S such that the schedulability conditionPNj=1 rj � C is satis�ed. Suppose that âj;k � ~!j;k for any packet pj;k of ow j, j = 1; 2; : : : ; N . Thenf̂ j;k � ~�j;k + L�;maxC : (31)In other words, 	C6SV C = L�;maxC .5.1.2 Core-Jitter Virtual Clock (CJVC) Scheduling AlgorithmIn [21], the core-jitter virtual clock (CJVC) scheduling algorithm is presented, which can be considered asa non-work-conserving version of the C 6SVC scheduling algorithm. In the CJVC scheduling algorithm, if apacket pj;k arrives too early, it is held in a rate controller until its eligibility time, namely, when the realtime reaches ~ej;k = ~!j;k + �j;k (see Appendix B). It can be shown that the CJVC scheduler has the sameerror term as the C 6SVC scheduler does, i.e., 	CJV C = L�;max=C. The proof follows a similar argument asused in the case of C 6SVC. Comparing C 6SVC and CJVC, we see that the work-conserving C 6SVC schedulingalgorithm provides the same delay bound as the non-work-conserving CJVC scheduling algorithm, withoutthe additional complexity of rate controller (albeit core stateless) at each core router as is required byCJVC. This is achieved because of the virtual shaping property of the core stateless virtual time.5.1.3 Calendar Queue Approximation to Core Stateless Virtual ClockIn order to reduce the overhead of sorting, we can use a series of FIFO queues to approximate the C 6SVCscheduling algorithm. These FIFO queues are referred to as calendar queues, as they are labeled bydiscrete time epochs. Conceptually, the virtual time is divided into �xed time slots with a slot unit of �:�0; �1; : : : ; �p; : : :, where �p = p�. Each time slot �p has an associated FIFO queue5. Upon its arrival, apacket pj;k is placed in the queue associated with time slot �p if �p � ~�j;k < �p+1. The calendar queuesare serviced in the order of �p. Moreover, if queue �p is empty, the packet at the head of line from thenext non-empty queue is serviced. However, suppose a new packet arrives at the previously empty queue�p while this packet (from a queue �p0 where �p0 > �p) is being serviced. After this packet departs, queue�p will be serviced next.We call the above calendar queue approximation to C 6SVC the slotted C 6SVC. It can be shown thata slotted C 6SVC scheduler has an error term 	slotted-C 6SV C = L�;max=C + �. This result is stated in thefollowing Theorem, the proof of which can be found in Appendix B.Theorem 4 Consider N ows traversing a slotted-C 6SVC scheduler S such that the schedulability conditionPNj=1 rj � C is satis�ed. Suppose that âj;k � ~!j;k for any packet pj;k of ow j, j = 1; 2; : : : ; N . Thenf̂ j;k � ~�j;k + L�;maxC + �: (32)In other words, 	slotted-C 6SV C = L�;maxC + �.5In reality, only a limited number of FIFO queues are needed. Whenever the current time t passes �p, the queues canbe reused for the future time slots. This implementation is similar to the rotation priority queue proposed by Lieberherr etal [11, 12]. 17



5.2 Delay-Based Core Stateless Scheduling Algorithms5.2.1 Virtual Time Earliest Deadline First Scheduling AlgorithmA virtual time earliest deadline �rst (VT-EDF) scheduler S is a delay-based scheduler. It services packetsin the order of their virtual �nish time. Recall that the virtual �nish time of pj;k is given by ~�j;k =~!j;k + dj , where ~!j;k is the virtual time carried by pj;k as it enters S and dj is the delay parameterassociated with its ow. Provided that an appropriate schedulability condition is met, it can be shownthat the VT-EDF scheduler can guarantee each ow j its delay parameter dj with the minimum errorterm 	V T -EDF = L�;max=C. This fact is stated formally in the following theorem, the proof of which isrelegated to Appendix B.Theorem 5 Consider N ows traversing a VT-EDF scheduler S, where dj is the delay parameter asso-ciated with ow j, 1 � j � N . Without loss of generality, assume 0 � d1 � d2 � � � � � dN . Suppose thefollowing schedulability condition holds:NXj=1[rj(t� dj) + Lj;max]1ft�djg � Ct; for any t � 0 (33)where the indicator function 1ft�djg = 1 if t � dj, 0 otherwise. Suppose that âj;k � ~!j;k for any packet pj;kof ow j, j = 1; 2; : : : ; N . Then f̂ j;k � ~�j;k + L�;maxC : (34)In other words, 	V T -EDF = L�;maxC .We observe that the schedulability condition is essentially the same as the one derived for the standardEDF scheduling algorithm with ow tra�c envelopes of the form given in (4) (see, e.g., [9, 12]). Whenusing the standard EDF scheduling algorithm in a network to support guaranteed delay services, per-hopre-shaping at core routers is required. This is to ensure that the ows conform to their tra�c envelopesso that the schedulability condition still holds at each hop [10, 23]. This rendition of the standard EDFis sometimes referred to as rate-controlled EDF, or RC-EDF. In contrast, using VT-EDF only requiresshaping at the network edge to control the rate of each ow (i.e., to ensure (3) holds). As long as the theschedulability condition (33) holds at every VT-EDF scheduler, no per-hop re-shaping is needed for anycore router. This is because the VT-EDF scheduler services packets using the packet virtual arrival times,not their real arrival times. From (12), we see that according to the virtual time, the tra�c envelope foreach ow is still preserved at each core router.It is also interesting to compare the schedulability condition of the Core Stateless Virtual Clock withthat of the Virtual-Time EDF. For each ow j, set dj = Lj;max=rj. Then the condition PNj=1 rj � C isequivalent to PNj=1[rj(t� dj)+Lj;max] � Ct for all t � 0. Comparing this condition with (33), we see thatfor the same delay parameters dj = Lj;max=rj , the schedulability condition of Core Stateless Virtual Clockfollows from that of VT-EDF.In fact, because the left hand side of (33) is a piece-wise linear function, the schedulability condition(33) can be simpli�ed into the following set of closed-form conditions on the rates rj's and delay parametersdj 's of the ows: NXj=1 rj � Cand for j = 1; 2; : : : ; N , dj � Lj;max +Pj�1m=1[Lm;max � rmdm]C �Pj�1m=1 rm :18



In particular, if dj = Lj;max=rj, j = 1; 2; : : : ; N , then the above conditions on dj 's hold trivially if thecondition on rj's holds, i.e, PNj=1 rj � C. Hence for this set of delay parameters, the rate conditionPNj=1 rj � C is su�cient. This is why the core stateless virtual clock can guarantee each ow a maximumdelay dj = Lj;max=rj as long as PNj=1 rj � C. In general, the VT-EDF scheduler can guarantee each owa delay parameter dj as long as the above set of conditions on the rates rj's and delay parameters dj 's aresatis�ed.5.2.2 Calendar Queue Approximation to VT-EDFAs in the case of the core stateless virtual clock scheduling algorithm, we can also design a calendar-queueapproximation to the VT-EDF scheduling algorithm. This approximation scheme is referred to as theslotted VT-EDF scheduling algorithm. This scheme works exactly the same as the slotted C 6SVC schedulingalgorithm, except that the virtual �nish time ~�j;k of a packet pj;k is computed using ~�j;k = ~!j;k+dj insteadof ~�j;k = ~!j;k + Lj;k=rj + �j;k.The schedulability condition for the slotted VT-EDF scheduling algorithm becomesNXj=1[rj(t+ �� dj) + Lj;max]1ft�djg � Ct; for any t � 0:We claim that if the above schedulability condition holds, then a slotted-VT-EDF scheduler can guaranteeow j its delay parameter with an error term 	slotted-V T -EDF = L�;max=C + �.5.3 Virtual Time Rate Control and Delay-Based Scheduling AlgorithmsAny delay-based scheduling algorithm is in essence core stateless in that it does not need to maintainper-ow scheduling state for determining when to service a packet so long as the delay parameter canbe inferred from the packet directly (say, either from an explicit delay parameter carried by the packetor implicit from the ow label carried by the packet). What makes conventional delay-based schedulingalgorithms such as EDF stateful is the need to perform per-ow shaping at each hop in order to supportguaranteed delay services. For example, in the rate-controlled EDF (RC-EDF) scheduling algorithm, therate controller needs to maintain per-ow state information to ensure that the ow tra�c envelope processis satis�ed at each hop. The VT-EDF scheduler proposed in Section 5.2.1 circumvents this problem byscheduling packets using their virtual �nish time, a quantity that can be computed directly from the packetstate information. An alternative approach is to use a (core stateless) virtual time rate controller, which isdescribed below. Replacing the conventional rate controller with this virtual time rate controller, we canconvert any rate-controlled, delay-based scheduling algorithm into a core stateless scheduler.The operation of a virtual time rate controller is very simple. Upon the arrival of packet pj;k, thevirtual time rate controller assigns to it an eligibility time ej;k, which is equal to its virtual time stamp, i.e.,ej;k = ~!j;k. The packet is held at the virtual time rate controller until the real time reaches its eligibilitytime. The packet is then released to the delay-based scheduler. Clearly, this virtual time rate controllerdoes not need to maintain any per-ow state information. It can be easily implemented using a sorted listand a single timer.For any ow j, let AjRT�RC(�; t) denote the amount of ow j tra�c released by the virtual time ratecontroller into the scheduler over any time interval [�; t]. We claim thatW jV T -RC(�; t) � rj(t� �) + Lj;max: (35)19



This is because any packet pj;k released by the virtual time rate controller to the scheduler during thetime interval [�; t] must satisfy the condition: � � ~!j;k � t. Applying the Virtual Shaping Lemma inAppendix B to the time interval [�; t], we see that (35) holds.As an example to illustrate its usefulness, we design a new delay-based core stateless scheduler byincorporating the virtual time rate controller into the conventional static priority scheduling algorithm.The resulting core stateless scheduling algorithm is referred to as the virtual-time rate-controlled staticpriority (VT-RC-SP) scheduler. Its \stateful" counterpart is the rate-controlled static priority (RC-SP)scheduler proposed in [23].In the following we present the schedulability condition and the error term for the VT-RC-SP scheduler.For 1 � q � M , let Dq be a delay parameter associated with queue q, where 0 � D1 < D2 < � � � < DM .Suppose a packet from ow j with a delay parameter dj is placed into queue q if Dq � dj < Dq+1. Let Fqbe the set of ow j sharing queue q. Assuming that the following condition on Dq's holds:Dq � Pqp=1Pj2Fp Lj;maxC �Pq�1p=1Pj2Fp rj for q = 1; 2; : : : ;M ,then the VT-RC-SP scheduler can guarantee each ow j in Fq a delay parameter Dq � dj with an errorterm 	V T -RC-SP = L�;max=C.The above schedulability condition for VT-RC-SP can be established by applying the schedulabilityresult obtained for RC-SP in [12] with the tra�c envelope (35).Lastly, we comment that we can also combine the virtual time rate controller with a rate-based sched-uler. The core jitter virtual clock (CJVC) scheduling algorithm proposed in [21] and discussed in Sec-tion 5.1.2 is such an example. Note that in this case, the virtual time rate controller has a somewhatdi�erent de�nition: the eligibility time ~ej;k of a packet is de�ned as ~!j;k + �j;k instead of ~!j;k(See theVirtual Rate Control Lemma in Appendix B).6 Static Scheduling Algorithms with Resource Pre-con�gurationAnother way to achieve the objective of scalable scheduling is to employ static scheduling algorithms.Here by a static scheduler we mean a scheduling algorithm which does not directly use ow-dependentpacket state information such as the packet virtual time stamp, reserved rate or delay parameter of aow. Examples of static scheduling algorithms are FIFO or simple priority-based scheduling schemes. Incontrast, scheduling algorithms which do use this information are referred as dynamic. For example, thecore stateless scheduling algorithms designed in the previous section are dynamic. Observe that staticscheduling algorithms by de�nition are core stateless, as no per-ow states need to be maintained. Staticscheduling algorithms are typically employed to support tra�c aggregation and to provide class of services.In the following, we will use a number of examples to illustrate how static scheduling algorithms canbe accommodated in our framework. In these examples, we assume that resources associated with thescheduler are pre-con�gured, namely, they are not dynamically allocated or de-allocated to ows as theyarrive or depart.6.1 FIFOAn FIFO scheduler S services packets in the order of their actual arrival time, regardless of their virtualtime. We can view an FIFO scheduler as a delay-based scheduler with a �ctitious delay parameter dj = 0assigned to each ow passing through the scheduler. We now determine the error term 	FIFO for an FIFOscheduler with pre-con�gured service and bu�er capacities.20



Consider an FIFO scheduler S with a service capacity C and a total bu�er size B. Suppose that Nows share S, where the sum of the reserved rates PNj=1 rj � C. Furthermore, we assume that the bu�ercapacity B is appropriately provisioned such that no packet from any ow will ever be lost. (We willillustrate how to provision bu�er and bandwidth resources for scheduling algorithms such as FIFO underthe virtual time reference system in a future paper.) For any packet pj;k, let âj;k be the actual arrival timeat the scheduler, and f̂ j;k be its actual departure time. It is clear that f̂ j;k � âj;k+B=C+L�;max=C. Since~!j;k � âj;k and ~�j;k = ~!j;k, we have f̂ j;k � ~�j;k + BC + L�;maxC :Therefore 	FIFO = B=C + L�;max=C.By updating the virtual time stamp of packet pj;k using ~!j;knext-hop = ~!j;k + BC + L�;maxC + �, where � isthe propagation delay to the next hop of packet pj;k, it is clear that ~!j;knext-hop not only preserves the virtualspacing property of packet virtual time stamps but also meets the reality check condition at the next hop.We can also use the FIFO scheduling algorithm as a dynamic delay-based scheduler with a �xed delayparameter: only ows with a delay parameter dj such that dj � B=C can be supported. Under thisinterpretation, 	FIFO = L�;max=C. Like other dynamic delay-based schedulers, the virtual time stamp ofa packet is updated as follows: ~!j;knext-hop = ~!j;k + dj + L�;maxC + �. Clearly, a scheduler needs to chooseone of the two interpretations so that the packet virtual time stamps can be updated appropriately andconsistently.6.2 Static WFQ with Pre-Con�gured RatesTo provide more service di�erentiation than the simple FIFO scheduler, we can employ a �xed numberof FIFO queues with pre-con�gured service and bu�er capacities. Bandwidth sharing among the FIFOqueues can be implemented using, e.g., a Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) scheduler, or any of its variations.Suppose we have M FIFO queues which are serviced by a WFQ scheduler with a total service capacity ofC. For q = 1; 2; : : : ;M , let Cq = �qC be the pre-con�gured service rate of queue q, where 0 � �q � 1 andPMq=1 �q = 1. In other words, each queue q is guaranteed a minimum service rate of Cq. In addition, weassume that the bu�er capacity for queue q is Bq.Let Fq denote the class of ows sharing queue q. We assume the schedulability conditionPj2Fq rj � Cqholds for each queue q. Furthermore, the bu�er capacity Bq is also appropriately provisioned such thatno packet from any ow in Fq will ever be lost. Then using the same argument as in the FIFO case, wecan show that each queue has an error term 	q = Bq=Cq + L�;max=C. Namely, for any packet pj;k of owj 2 Fq, f̂ j;k � ~�j;k + BqCq + L�;maxCwhere as in the case of FIFO, we de�ne ~�j;k = ~!j;k.For 1 � q � M , let Dq = Bq=Cq. Without loss of generality, assume that 0 � D1 < D2 < � � � < DM .Then 	q = Dq + L�;max=C. In other words, using this static WFQ scheduler with multiple FIFO queues,we can support a �xed number of guaranteed delay classes. Note that using this multiple-queue WFQscheme, ows from di�erent queues can have di�erent error terms. Hence the packet virtual time stampmust be updated accordingly, depending on from which queue it is serviced.As in the case of FIFO, we can also view this multiple-queue WFQ scheme as a dynamic delay-basedscheduler with a set of �xed delay parameters: a ow with a delay parameter dj can be supported andplaced into queue q, 1 � q �M , if Dq�1 � dj < Dq. Under this interpretation, the multiple-queue scheme21



has an error term 	FIFO = L�;max=C. Like other dynamic delay-based schedulers, the virtual time stampof a packet is updated as follows: ~!j;knext-hop = ~!j;k + dj + L�;maxC + �.6.3 Static Priority with Pre-Con�gured RatesAs an alternative to the static WFQ scheduler with multiple FIFO queues, we can also implement a staticpriority scheduler with multiple FIFO queues. Again suppose we have M FIFO queues, where queues oflower index have higher priority. Namely, queue 1 has the highest priority, whereas queue M has the lowestpriority. The queues are serviced in the order of their priorities: whenever queue q is not empty, it isserviced before queue q + 1, q + 2, : : :, qM . The scheduler is assumed to be non-preemptive.The queues of the static priority scheduler is con�gured and provisioned in the following manner. Forq = 1; 2; : : : ;M , Cq � 0 is a nominal service rate assigned to queue q, where PMq=1Cq = C. The nominalservice rate of a queue is used to control the aggregate rate of ows sharing the queue. Let Fq denote theclass of ows sharing queue q, we control the number of ows sharing queue q to ensure thatPj2Fq rj � Cqholds for each queue q. Furthermore, the bu�er capacity Bq is also appropriately provisioned such that nopacket from any ow in Fq will ever be lost.For 1 � q �M , let Dq be a delay parameter associated with queue q. We assume that 0 � D1 < D2 <� � � < DM . Using the result obtained in [12], we can show the following schedulability condition. If thefollowing condition on D0qs holds:Dq � Pqp=1BpC �Pq�1p=1Cp for q = 1; 2; : : : ;M ,then each queue has an error term 	q = BqCq + L�;maxC . Namely, for any packet pj;k of ow j 2 Fq,f̂ j;k � ~�j;k + BqCq + L�;maxC ;where ~�j;k = ~!j;k.Clearly, we can also view this static priority queue scheme as a dynamic scheduler with an error term	 = L�;max=C. The decision for placing a ow into an appropriate queue and mechanism for updatingpacket virtual time stamps are exactly the same as used in the static WFQ scheme with multiple queues.7 Latency-Rate Servers and the Virtual Time Reference SystemThe virtual time reference system proposed in this paper does not exclude the use of stateful schedulingalgorithms, namely, those scheduling algorithms that maintain per-ow state information in order to pro-vide guaranteed services. Such per-ow state information, for example, is imperative if \bounded fairness"in bandwidth sharing among ows is desired, in addition to delay and rate guarantees. To accommodatethese stateful scheduling algorithms into our framework, it su�ces to identify the error term incurred bythese stateful scheduling algorithms. As an example to show how this can be done generally, we considerthe class of scheduling algorithms introduced in [18, 20]|the latency-rate servers. This class encompassesvirtually all known fair-queueing algorithms and its variations.In de�ning a latency-rate server, a key notion introduced in [20] is the concept of burst period6. For anyow j, a ow j burst period is a maximal time interval (�1; �2] such that for any time t 2 (�1; �2], packets6Actually, the term \busy period" instead of \burst period" is used in [18, 20]. In order to avoid confusion with thestandard de�nition and usage of \busy period" in queueing theory, we opt to use the term \burst period." Incidentally, theterm \backlogged period" is used in [18, 20] to refer to the standard notion of \busy period."22



of ow j arrive with rate greater than or equal to its reserved rate rj, orAj(�1; t) � rj(t� �1) (36)where Aj(�1; t) denote the amount of ow j tra�c arriving during the timer interval [�1; t].Consider a server S. Suppose that the mth burst period of ow j starts at time � . Let �� be thetime that the last packet of the mth burst period of ow j departs server S. For � � t � ��, denote byW j;m(�; t) the total service provided to the packets of the pth burst period of ow j up to time t by serverS. We say S is a latency-rate server (with respect to ow j) if and only if for any time t, � � t � ��,W j;m(�; t) � maxf0; rj(t� � ��j)g;where �j is the minimum non-negative number such that the above inequality holds. It is referred to asthe latency of server S.To relate a latency-rate server to the virtual time reference system, we provide an alternative de�nitionof the latency-rate server.Consider the mth burst period of ow j. Let âj;k denote the actual arrival time of the kth packet inthe mth burst period of ow j at server S. Then clearly, âj;1 = � , where recall that � is the beginning ofthe mth bursty period of ow j. For each packet pj;k in the mth burst period, de�ne �j;k recursively asfollows: �j;1 = âj;1 + Lj;1rj and �j;k = maxf�j;k�1; âj;kg+ Lj;krj k � 2. (37)From the de�nition of burst period, it is not too hard to see that for k � 1, we must have âj;k � �j;k�1. Inother words, �j;k = �j;k�1 + Lj;krj . Consequently, we haverj(�j;k � âj;1) = kXq=1Lj;q: (38)For each packet pj;k, let f̂ j;k be the actual time it �nishes service at server S. The following lemma providesan alternative de�nition of a latency-rate server, the proof of which can be found in Appendix C.Lemma 6 A server S is a latency-rate server with a latency parameter �j (with respect to ow j) if andonly if for any packet pj;k of ow j, the following inequality holds:f̂ j;k � �j;k � �j � Lj;krj :Using Lemma 6, we now determine the error term for the latency rate server S. For each packet pj;k of owj, let ~!j;k be its virtual time as it enters S. De�ne its virtual �nish time ~�j;k by ~�j;k = ~!j;k + ~dj;k. Usingthe fact that ~!j;k � âj;k and the virtual spacing property of ~!j;k, it is not too hard to prove by inductionthat ~�j;k � �j;k; for all k � 1.Then from Lemma 6, we have f̂ j;k � ~�j;k +�j � Lj;krj � ~�j;k +�j :Hence we see that S has an error term 	 such that 	 � �j. This leads to the following theorem.23



Table 2: Error terms of latency-rate (LR) servers.LR server PGPS/WFQ, VC, FFQ, SPFQ SCFQLatency �j Lj;maxrj + L�;maxC Lj;maxrj + L�;maxC (N � 1)Error term 	 L�;maxC L�;maxC (N � 1)Theorem 7 Any latency-rate server with a latency �j (with respect to ow j) has an error term such that	 � �j:For several well-known scheduling algorithms studied in [18, 20], we can actually show that 	 =�j � Lj;maxrj . �j and its corresponding error term for these scheduling algorithms are listed in Table 2.8 Discussions and Related Work8.1 Implementation IssuesSo far we have focused on the theoretical foundation for the virtual time reference system. In this sectionwe will briey discuss issues regarding its implementation. Future work will further explore these issues.A straightforward method to implement the virtual time reference system is to use the dynamic packetstate (DPS) technique proposed in [21, 22]. Using this technique, the packet virtual time stamp is updatedat every core router as a packet enters or departs. An alternative method is to use static packet state. Thistechnique requires an explicit path set-up procedure, which can be done, for example, using a simpli�edRSVP or MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) [5, 16]. Note that this path set-up is di�erent from areservation set-up for a ow. In fact, multiple ows can share the same path. During the path set-up, theith router along the path is con�gured with a parameter Di =Pi�1q=1	q+Pi�1q=1 �q;q+1, which represents thecumulative error term and propagation delay along the path up to router i. The ith router is also con�guredwith another parameter, pi, which is the number of rate-based schedulers along the path up to router i(exclusive). Note that both Di and pi are parameters that are related only to the path characteristics, andare independent of any ow traversing the path. At the network edge, the virtual time stamp (i.e., ~!j;k1 )of a packet is initialized to the time it is injected into the network core. At the ith router along the pathof its ow, the virtual time stamp associated with the packet is computed as ~!j;ki = ~!j;k1 +Di +Ci, whereCi = pi(Lj;krj + �j;k) + (i� 1� pi)dj . Using this approach, we see that once the packet state is initialized atthe network edge, it will not be modi�ed or updated inside the network core. This may speed up the packetforwarding operation of core routers. In particular, for a core router whose scheduling mechanism doesnot use the packet virtual time stamp information (e.g., a FIFO scheduler), there is no need to computepacket virtual time stamps.The virtual time reference system is amenable to incremental deployment. Consider, for instance, thescenario where, between two core routers which employ the VT-EDF scheduling algorithms, there is onecore router which does not support packet virtual time stamps. As long as the scheduling mechanism ofthis router can be characterized by an error term 	, its e�ect on the virtual time can be treated as if itwere part of the link propagation delay between the two virtual-time-aware routers, and can be absorbedinto the propagation delay between these two routers.24



A critical question in implementing the virtual time reference system is how to encode the packetstate. In its most general form, the packet state contains four parameters: packet virtual time stamp~!j;k, reserved rate rj, delay parameter dj and virtual time adjustment term �j;k. Observe that in termsof providing end-to-end delay bounds, a rate-based scheduler can be treated as if it were a delay-basedscheduler with a virtual delay parameter Lj;max=rj (see the comment at the end of Section 3.1). Hencewe can eliminate the virtual time adjustment term �j;k completely. As discussed in [21], there are severaloptions that we can use to encode the packet state: using an IP option, using an MPLS label, using theIP fragment o�set �eld. Using the last option, for example, the packet state information can be e�cientlyencoded using oating point representation with 17 bits [21]. Our virtual time reference system allows foradditional exibility in packet state encoding. In the case where only coarse-grain QoS guarantees (say,a �xed number of bandwidth or delay classes) is to be supported (e.g., in a Di�Serv domain), the rateand delay parameters can be encoded in the TOS bits of the IP header as part of PHBs. Thus only thepacket virtual time stamp needs to be carried in a separate �eld. It is possible to represent packet virtualtime stamps approximately, using the notion of slotted virtual time. Accuracy of the approximation clearlyhinges on the number of bits available to represent the virtual time. These issues will be investigatedfurther in the future work.8.2 QoS Provisioning and Admission ControlAs stated in the introduction, one major objective of our work is to use the virtual time reference systemas a QoS abstraction to decouple the data plane from the QoS control plane so as to facilitate the designof a bandwidth broker architecture for guaranteed services. In this section we briey describe how thismay be achieved. The details are left to a future paper.In our bandwidth broker architecture, no QoS reservation state, whether per-ow or aggregate reserva-tion state, is maintained at any core router. Bandwidth brokers have the topology information of a networkdomain and dynamically maintain all the QoS states regarding the ows and routers. When a request forsetting QoS reservation for a ow arrives, a bandwidth broker looks up its QoS database, �nds an appro-priate path and checks whether su�cient resources are available at each router along the path. In case theow can be admitted, the bandwidth broker would choose a reserved rate r and a delay parameter d forthe ow, and informs the edge router to con�gure the edge conditioner accordingly. No QoS con�gurationor \state update" is needed at core routers on a per-ow basis. As a result, the problem of robustnessfacing the conventional hop-by-hop admission control approach [21], e.g., inconsistent QoS databases dueto loss of signaling messages, is signi�cantly alleviated. Because of the virtual time reference system, thisbandwidth broker architecture is capable of supporting QoS provisioning and admission control with sim-ilar granularity and exibility of the IntServ guaranteed service. The decoupling of QoS control plane anddata plane enables sophisticated admission control algorithms to be employed in powerful bandwidth bro-kers for network-wide optimization of resource utilization. This is generally infeasible in the conventionalhop-by-hop admission control approach. Furthermore, the bandwidth broker architecture makes it easy toimplement policy-based admission control or advanced reservation.8.3 Related WorkThe idea of virtual time has been used extensively in the design of packet scheduling algorithms such asVC and WFQ. The notion of virtual time de�ned in these contexts is used to emulate an ideal schedulingsystem and is de�ned local to each scheduler. Computation of the virtual time function requires per-owinformation to be maintained. In contrast, in this paper the notion of virtual time embodied by packetvirtual time stamps can be viewed, in some sense, as global to an entire domain. Its computation is core25



stateless, relying only on the packet state carried by packets. Furthermore, when measured according tothis \global" virtual time, the tra�c ow preserves its reserved rate, due to the virtual spacing propertyof packet virtual time stamps.In [21], the �rst core stateless scheduling algorithm, CJVC, is designed and shown to provide the sameend-to-end delay bound as the stateful VC-based reference network. In addition, an aggregate reservationestimation algorithm is developed for performing admission control without per-ow state. Our work ismotivated and inspired by the results in [21]. However, our work di�ers from [21] in several aspects.The virtual time reference system we developed is de�ned to serve as a unifying scheduling frameworkwhere diverse scheduling algorithms can be employed to support guaranteed services. The virtual spacingproperty of the packet virtual time stamps and the abstraction of core routers with error terms greatlysimplify the design and management of the QoS provisioning. The notion of packet virtual time stamps weintroduced also leads to the design of new core stateless scheduling algorithms. Furthermore, the virtualtime reference system is de�ned with an aim to decouple the data plane and the QoS control plane so thata exible and scalable QoS provisioning and control architecture can be developed at the network edge,without a�ecting the core of the network.9 Conclusions and Future WorkIn this paper we have proposed and developed a novel virtual time reference system as a unifying schedulingframework to provide scalable support for guaranteed services. This virtual time reference system isdesigned as a conceptual framework upon which guaranteed services can be implemented in a scalablemanner using the Di�Serv paradigm. The key construct in the proposed virtual time reference systemis the notion of packet virtual time stamp, whose computation is core stateless, i.e., no per-ow statesare required for its computation. In the paper, we have laid the theoretical foundation for the de�nitionand construction of packet virtual time stamps. We described how per-hop behavior of a core router(or rather its scheduling mechanism) can be characterized via packet virtual time stamps, and based onthis characterization, establish end-to-end per-ow delay bounds. Consequently, we demonstrated that, interms of its ability to support guaranteed services, the proposed virtual time reference system has the sameexpressive power as the IntServ model. Furthermore, we showed that the notion of packet virtual timestamps leads to the design of new core stateless scheduling algorithms, especially work-conserving ones.In addition, our framework does not exclude the use of existing scheduling algorithms such as stateful fairqueueing algorithms to support guaranteed services.Using the virtual time reference system, we are currently designing a bandwidth broker architecture tosupport exible and scalable QoS provisioning and admission control. We are also exploring various issuesregarding the implementation of the virtual time reference system and its implications in QoS provisioning.In particular, we plan to investigate methods to implement a \coarse" grain version of the virtual timereference system using the current Di�Serv architecture as well as MPLS.A Proof of Theorem 1In this appendix, we will prove Theorem 1 in Section 3. This theorem states an important recursive relationbetween �j;ki and �j;k�1i . The proof of the theorem is based on two preliminary lemmas.Lemma 8 below relates the cumulative queueing delay experienced by pj;k up to server i (i.e., �j;ki ), toeither its queueing delay up to server i� 1 (i.e., �j;ki�1), or the queueing delay experienced by the previouspacket pj;k�1 up to server i (i.e., �j;k�1i ). 26



Lemma 8 For i � 1 and k � 2,�j;ki = maxf�j;ki�1;�j;k�1i + iLj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj g: (39)In the above, we have de�ned �j;k0 = 0 for all k's.Proof: First note that as f j;1i = aj;1i + Lj;1rj = f j;1i�1 + Lj;1rj , �j;1i = 0 for all i, which is also intuitivelyobvious.For any k � 2, we show (39) holds by induction on i.Basis (i = 1). Note that �j;k0 = 0.�j;k1 = f j;k1 � (aj;k1 + Lj;krj ) = maxfaj;k1 ; f j;k�11 g+ Lj;krj � (aj;k1 + Lj;krj )= maxfaj;k1 ; aj;k�11 + Lj;k�1rj +�j;k�11 g+ Lj;krj � (aj;k1 + Lj;krj )= maxf0;�j;k�11 + Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj g:Inductive Step. Now suppose (39) holds true up to server i for k � 2. We show that it is also true atserver i+ 1 for k � 2.�j;ki+1 = f j;ki+1 � [aj;k1 + (i+ 1)Lj;krj ] = maxfaj;ki+1; f j;k�1i+1 g+ Lj;krj � [aj;k1 + (i+ 1)Lj;krj ]: (40)Now we consider two cases according to the relationship between the arrival time of packet pj;k and the�nish time of pj;k�1 at the server i+ 1.Case 1: aj;ki+1 � f j;k�1i+1 . Then by de�nition,f j;k�1i+1 = �j;k�1i+1 + aj;k�11 + (i+ 1)Lj;k�1rj :Therefore, from (40), we have�j;ki+1 = �j;k�1i+1 + (i+ 1)Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj :Note that, in this case, we have�j;k�1i+1 + (i+ 1)Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj= f j;k�1i+1 � [aj;k�11 + (i+ 1)Lj;k�1rj ] + (i+ 1)Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj= f j;k�1i+1 � (aj;k1 + iLj;krj )� aj;ki+1 � (aj;k1 + iLj;krj )= f j;ki � (aj;k1 + iLj;krj )= �j;ki 27



Hence (39) holds.Case 2: aj;ki+1 > f j;k�1i+1 . Then sinceaj;ki+1 = f j;ki = �j;ki + aj;k1 + iLj;krj ;we have �j;ki+1 = �j;ki :Furthermore, �j;k�1i+1 + (i+ 1)Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj= f j;k�1i+1 � [aj;k�11 + (i+ 1)Lj;k�1rj ] + (i+ 1)Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj= f j;k�1i+1 � (aj;k1 + iLj;krj )< aj;ki+1 � (aj;k1 + iLj;krj )= f j;ki � (aj;k1 + iLj;krj )= �j;kiHence (39) also holds in this case. This completes the proof of Lemma 8.From the above proof, we observe that for i � 2 and k � 2, if aj;ki > f j;k�1i , we have�j;ki = �j;ki�1; (41)otherwise, �j;ki = �j;k�1i + iLj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj : (42)Note also that �j;ki+1 � �j;ki represents the queueing delay experienced by packet pj;k at server i + 1.The following lemma shows that as a packet goes through the servers in the ideal reference system, thequeueing delay it experiences at each individual server cannot decrease.Lemma 9 For i � 1 and k � 2, �j;ki+1 ��j;ki � �j;ki ��j;ki�1: (43)(Note that �j;k0 = 0.)Proof: Proof by induction on k.Basis(k = 1). Since �j;1i = 0, the inequality (43) holds trivially.Inductive Step. Now suppose (43) holds for k � 1, k � 2. We show it also holds for k.�j;ki+1 ��j;ki = f j;ki+1 � [aj;k1 + (i+ 1)Lj;krj ]� [f j;ki � (aj;k1 + iLj;krj )]= f j;ki+1 � f j;ki � Lj;krj= (maxfaj;ki+1; f j;k�1i+1 g+ Lj;krj )� (maxfaj;ki ; f j;k�1i g+ Lj;krj )� Lj;krj= maxfaj;ki+1; f j;k�1i+1 g �maxfaj;ki ; f j;k�1i g � Lj;krj :28



We consider two cases.Case 1: aj;ki > f j;k�1i . Under this condition, we have�j;ki+1 ��j;ki = maxfaj;ki+1; f j;k�1i+1 g � aj;ki � Lj;krj� aj;ki+1 � aj;ki � Lj;krj :Note that for i > 1, aj;ki = f j;ki�1 = �j;ki�1 + aj;k1 + (i� 1)Lj;krj (44)where as �j;k0 = 0, the last equality above also holds for i = 1.On the other hand, aj;ki+1 = f j;ki = �j;ki + aj;k1 + iLj;krj (45)From (44) and (45), we have �j;ki+1 ��j;ki � �j;ki ��j;ki�1:Case 2: aj;ki � f j;k�1i . Under this condition, we have�j;ki+1 ��j;ki = maxfaj;ki+1; f j;k�1i+1 g � f j;k�1i � Lj;krj� f j;k�1i+1 � f j;k�1i � Lj;krj :Since f j;k�1i+1 = �j;k�1i+1 + aj;k�11 + (i+ 1)Lj;k�1rj and f j;k�1i = �j;k�1i + aj;k�11 + iLj;k�1rj , we have�j;ki+1 ��j;ki � �j;k�1i+1 ��j;k�1i + Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj� �j;k�1i ��j;k�1i�1 + Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj (from inductive hypothesis)= �j;ki � (iLj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj )��j;k�1i�1 + Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj (from (42))= �j;ki � (�j;k�1i�1 + (i� 1)Lj;k�1 � Lj;krj + aj;k�11 � aj;k1 + Lj;krj )� �j;ki ��j;ki�1 (from Lemma 8)A direct consequence of Lemma 9 is that if for some i, 1 � i � h, �j;ki+1 = �j;ki , then �j;ki+1 = �j;ki =�j;ki�1 = � � � = �j;k1 = �j;k0 = 0. In other words, for any packet pj;k, either �j;ki = 0 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; h (i.e.,no queueing delay is experienced by the packet); or there exists i�, 1 � i� � h, such that �j;ki = 0 fori = 1; : : : ; i� � 1 and �j;ki > 0 for i = i�; i� + 1; : : : ; h (i.e., the packet starts experiencing queueing delayat server i� and onwards). Intuitively, the latter case happens because the packets preceding packet pj;khave eventually accumulated enough delay at server i� to a�ect packet pj;k (see Figure 4(b)). Applyingthe above fact to Lemma 8, we see that Theorem 1 holds.Another consequence of Lemma 9 is the following corollary.29



Corollary 10 For any p � h and k = 1; 2; : : :, we have�j;kpp � �j;khh : (46)Proof: Note that for k = 1, since �j;1p = �j;1h = 0, (46) holds trivially. For k � 2, let �j;kp = �j;kp =p. Then�j;kp = p�j;kp . From Lemma 9, it is easy to see that �j;kp ��j;kp�1 � �j;kp . Furthermore, for any i = p+1; : : : ; h,we have �ki ��ki�1 � �j;kp ��j;kp�1 � �j;kp . Hence�j;kh = hXi=p+1(�ki ��ki�1) + �j;kp � (h� p)�j;kp + p�j;kp = h�j;kp :Therefore (46) also holds for any k � 2.We now apply Theorem 1 to derive the following important corollary.Corollary 11 For any k � 1, and i = 1; 2; : : : ; h,�j;ki + iLj;krj � iLj;maxrj : (47)where Lj;max is the maximum packet size of ow j.Proof: Since �j;1i = 0, the inequality (47) holds trivially. Suppose (47) holds for 1; 2; :::; k � 1, we showthat it also holds for k. Note that if �j;ki = 0, then (47) holds trivially. Now consider the case �j;ki > 0.From Theorem 1, we have�j;ki + iLj;krj = �j;k�1i + iLj;k�1 � Lkrj + aj;k�11 � ak1 + Lj;krj + iLj;krj= �j;k�1i + iLj;k�1rj + aj;k�11 � ak1 + Lj;krj : (48)From (3) and the inductive hypothesis, we see that (47) also holds for k.B Virtual Shaping Lemma and Its ApplicationsAn important consequence of the virtual spacing property of packet virtual time stamps is the followingVirtual Shaping Lemma. Intuitively, it states that according to the virtual time, the amount of ow jtra�c arriving at server j is \constrained" by its reserved rate rj. This lemma is critical in designingdelay-based core stateless scheduling algorithms that can provide delay guarantees without explicit ratecontrol or reshaping within the network core.Lemma 12 (Virtual Shaping Lemma) Consider an arbitrary time interval [�; t]. Let ~T j denote theset of the packets of ow j which virtually arrives during [�; t], i.e., k 2 ~T j if and only if � � ~!j;k � t. Let~Aj(�; t) = Pk2 ~T j Lk be the corresponding amount of tra�c of ow j arriving virtually between the timeinterval [�; t]. Then ~Aj(�; t) = Xk2 ~T j Lj;k � rj(t� �) + Lj;max30



Proof: Let k0 be the smallest index k of the packets pj;k in ~Aj and k1 be the largest index k of the packetspj;k in ~Aj . From k = k1 down to k0, recursively applying the fact that ~!j;k � ~!j;k�1 + Lj;krj , we havet � ~!j;k1 � ~!j;k1�1 + Lj;k1rj � ~!j;k0 + Pk1k=k0+1 Lj;krj � � + Pk1k=k0+1 Lj;krj :Hence, ~Aj(�; t) = Xk2 ~T j Lj;k = k1Xk=k0+1Lj;k + Lj;k0 � rj(t� �) + Lj;k0 � rj(t� �) + Lj;max:Using the Virtual Shaping Lemma, we now prove that the VT-EDF scheduling algorithm we designedin Section 5 has the minimum error term 	V T -EDF = L�;max=C (see Theorem 5).Proof of Theorem 5: Fix an arbitrary packet pj;k from a ow j. We show that (34) holds.Consider the system busy period containing packet pj;k. Without loss of generality, assume that thebeginning of the system busy period starts at time 0. Let � be the last time before the arrival of packet pj;ksuch that the scheduler starts servicing a packet whose virtual �nish time is larger than that of pj;k (i.e.,~�j;k). If such a packet does not exist, set � = 0, the beginning of the busy period. Hence 0 � � � âj;k � ~!j;k.Let t = ~!j;k + dj � � . Since ~!j;k � âj;k � � and dj � d1 � 0, we have thatt = ~!j;k + dj � � � d1 � 0: (49)For each ow m, m = 1; 2 : : : ; N , let Sm denote the set of packets of ow m that are serviced after� and but no later than packet pj;k (i.e., they are serviced during the time interval (�; f̂ j;k]). From thede�nition of � and Sm, we see that for any pm;l 2 Sm, âm;l � � and ~�m;l � ~�j;k hold. Since ~!m;l � âm;l,~�m;l = ~!m;l + dm and ~�j;k = ~!j;k + dj = t+ � , we have� � ~!m;l � t+ � � dm: (50)From (50), it is clear that if dm > t = ~!j;k + dj � � , then Sm = ;. Therefore for any m such that Sm 6= ;,we must have dm � t. Applying the Virtual Shaping Lemma to ow m over the time interval [�; t�dm+� ],we have Xl2Sm Lm;l � Lm;max + rm(t� dm):Summing over all m and using the schedulability condition (33), we haveNXm=1(Xl2Sm Lm;l)1fSm 6=;g � NXm=1[Lm;max + rm(t� dm)]1ft�dmg � CtNote that packet pj;k 2 Sj . Hence packet pj;k must have departed the scheduler when all the packets in[Nm=1Sm have been serviced by the server. Furthermore, the packet which is being serviced at time � (ifit exists) has a size of at most L�;max. Therefore, we havef̂ j;k � � + L�;maxC + PNm=1(Pl2Sm Lm;l)1fSm 6=;gC � � + L�;maxC + t = ~!j;k + dj + L�;maxC = ~�j;k + L�;maxC :
31



For a rate-based scheduler S, an alternative form of the Virtual Shaping Lemma can be established.Let ~!j;k be the virtual time stamp associated with pj;k at the entry point of S. De�ne the virtual eligibilitytime ~ej;k of packet pj;k to be ~ej;k = ~!j;k + �j;k. Then the virtual �nish time of packet pj;k is equal to~�j;k = ~!j;k + ~dj;k = ~ej;k + Lj;krj : (51)Using a similar proof as in the proof of (15) in Theorem 2, we can show that~ej;k � ~�j;k�1: (52)The intuitive meaning of ~ej;k can be interpreted as follows. Imagine that there were a virtual ratecontroller attached to the rate-based scheduler S. Packet pj;k arriving at the virtual time ~!j;k would beheld at the virtual rate controller for �j;k amount of time and released to the server S at the virtual eligibletime ~ej;k = ~!j;k + �j;k. The packet were then to �nish its service at the scheduler S by the virtual �nishtime ~�j;k. From (52), we see that a packet were never released to be serviced at the scheduler S before itsprevious packet had �nished its service. Using this observation, we establish the following alternative formof the Virtual Shaping Lemma | the Virtual Rate Control Lemma.Lemma 13 (Virtual Rate Control Lemma) Consider an arbitrary time interval [�; t]. We say thatpacket pj;k of ow j is virtually eligible for service during [�; t] if ~ej;k � � and ~�j;k = ~ej;k + Lj;k=rj � t.Let ~Sj denote the set of the packets of ow j which are virtually eligible for service in [�; t]. De�ne~W j(�; t) =Pk2 ~Sj Lk. We refer to ~W j(�; t) as the virtual eligible work of ow j over [�; t). Then~W j(�; t) = Xk2 ~Sj Lj;k � rj(t� �): (53)Proof: Let k0 be the smallest index k of the packets pk in ~Sj and k1 be the largest index k of the packetspj;k in ~Sj. From k = k1 down to k0, recursively applying the fact that ~ej;k � ~�j;k�1 = ~ej;k�1 + Lj;k�1=rj ,we have t � ~�j;k1 = ~ej;k1 + Lj;k1rj � ~ej;k0 + Pk1k=k0 Lj;krj � � + Pk2 ~Sj Lj;krj :Hence (53) follows.The Virtual Rate Control Lemma states that the amount of virtual eligible work of a ow over anytime interval is always limited by its reserved rate. This lemma enables us to design rate-based corestateless scheduling algorithms that can support rate guarantees without using explicit rate control withinthe network core. One such an example is the C 6SVC scheduling algorithm we designed in Section 5. Wenow prove that it has the minimum error term 	C6SV C = L�;max=C (see Theorem 3).Proof of Theorem 3: Fix an arbitrary packet pj;k from any ow j. We show that (31) holds.Consider the system busy period containing packet pkj . Without loss of generality, we assume that thebeginning of the system busy period starts at time 0. Let � be the last time before the arrival of packetpj;k such that the scheduler starts servicing a packet whose virtual �nish time is larger than that of pj;k.(In other words, no packet queued at time � has a virtual �nish time smaller than ~�j;k.) If such a packetdoes not exist, set � = 0, the beginning of the busy period. Hence 0 � � � âj;k.For each ow m, m = 1; 2 : : : ; N , let Sm denote the set of packets of ow m that are serviced by thescheduler after � but no later than f̂ j;k, i.e., they are serviced during the time interval (�; f̂ j;k]. From the32



de�nition of � , we have that for any pm;l 2 Sm, âm;l � � and ~�m;l � ~�j;k. Now applying the Virtual RateControl Lemma to ow m over the time interval [�; ~�j;k], we haveXl2Sm Lm;l � ~W j(�; ~�j;k) � rm(~�j;k � �):Summing over all m and using the schedulability condition, we haveNXm=1 Xl2Sm Lm;l � ( NXm=1 rm)(~�j;k � �) � C(~�j;k � �):Note that packet pj;k 2 Sj . Hence packet pj;k must have departed the scheduler when all the packets in[Nm=1Sm have been serviced by the server. Furthermore, the packet which is being serviced at time � (ifit exists) has a size of at most L�;max. Therefore,f̂ j;k � � + L�;maxC + PNm=1Pl2Sm Lm;lC � ~�j;k + L�;maxC :Theorem 4 in Section 5 can also be proved using the Virtual Rate Control Lemma.Proof of Theorem 4: We prove that a slotted C 6SVC scheduler has an error term 	slotted�C 6SV C =L�;max=C + �. To proceed, consider an arbitrary packet pj;k from a ow j.Consider the system busy period containing packet pj;k. Suppose that �p � ~�j;k < �p+1. Without lossof generality, we assume that the system busy period starts at time 0. Let � be the last time before thearrival of packet pj;k such that the scheduler starts servicing a packet from a queue �p0 such as �p0 > �p. Ifsuch a packet does not exist, set � = 0, the beginning of the busy period. Hence 0 � � � âj;k. For eachow m, m = 1; 2 : : : ; N , let Sm denote the set of packets of ow m that are serviced after � and no laterthan packet pj;k (i.e., they are serviced during the time interval (�; f̂ j;k]). From the de�nition of � , we seethat for any pm;l 2 Sm, ~!m;l � âm;l � � and ~�m;l < �p+1 = �p + �. Applying the Virtual Rate ControlLemma to ow m over the time interval [�; �p + �], we haveXl2Sm Lm;l � ~Wm(�; �p + �) � rm(�p + �� �):Summing over all m and using the schedulability condition, we haveNXm=1 Xl2Sm Lm;l � ( NXm=1 rm)(�p + �� �) � C(�p + �� �):Note that packet pj;k 2 Sj. Hence packet pj;k must depart the scheduler after all the packets in [Nm=1Smhave been serviced by the server. Furthermore, the packet which is being serviced at time � (if it exists)has a size of at most L�;max. Therefore,f̂ j;k � � + L�;maxC + PNm=1Pl2Sm Lm;lC � �p + �+ L�;maxC � ~�j;k + �+ L�;maxC :
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C An Alternative De�nition of Latency-Rate ServersIn this appendix, we show that the alternative de�nition of latency-rate servers is indeed equivalent to theone given in [18, 20].Proof of Lemma 6: Consider the qth burst period of ow j. Let pj;1; pj;2; : : : ; pj;m denote the �rst,the second, ..., and the last packet of ow j arriving during this burst period. Let âj;1; âj;2; : : : ; âj;m andf̂ j;1; f̂ j;2; : : : ; f̂ j;m denote the actual arrival and departure times of these packets. By the de�nition oflatency-rate server, we have that for any t, âj;1 � t � f̂ j;m,W j;q(âj;1; t) � rj(t� âj;1 ��j): (54)For k = 1; 2; : : : ;m, let �j;k be given in (37). We show that (54) is equivalent tof̂ j;k � �j;k +�j � Lj;krj : (55)We �rst show that (54) implies (55). For any k = 1; 2 : : : ;m, let t = f̂ j;k��, where 0 < � < f̂ j;k� f̂ j;k�1.Since by time t, the scheduler has not �nished servicing packet pj;k yet, we haveW j;q(âj;1; t) =W j;q(âj;1; f̂ j;k�1) = k�1Xl=1 Lj;l:From (54), we have k�1Xl=1 Lj;l � rj(t� âj;1 ��j): (56)On the other hand, �j;k�1 � âj;1 = Pj;k�1l=1 Lj;lrj . Thereforet � �j;k�1 +�j � �j;k � Lj;krj +�j :Letting �! 0 yields (55).We now show that (55) implies (54). For any t, f̂ j;k�1 � t < f̂ j;k, we haveW j;q(âj;1; t) � W j;q(âj;1; f̂ j;k)� Lj;k= kXl=1 Lj;l � Lj;k= rj(�j;k � âj;1)� Lj;k� rj(f̂ j;k + Lj;krj ��j � âj;1)� Lj;k= rj(f̂ j;k � âj;1 ��j) � rj(t� âj;1 ��j):This completes the proof of Lemma 6.
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